(“He who is illiterate is blind: Misfortune and misery await him everywhere.” – From an early Soviet propaganda poster)

Option 1: Summer 2016
Complete a year of Russian in 12 weeks!
RUS 1130–1131 Intro. Russian 1&2
(10 credits – fulfills UF language requirement and summer residency requirement)
Section #01DC (Summer A) & #42CA (Sum. B)

Option 2: Fall 2016
RUS 1130: Introduction to Russian Language and Culture 1
(5 credits – not offered spring semester)
Periods offered: M-F 4 (#14B8), 5 (#2750), 6 (#2779), 7 (#0882), 7 – Honors (#6461), 8 (#2410)

Looking for direction?
Study Russian!!
~~~~~~

Why Study Russian?

★ It’s fun, it’s intensive, and it’s unlike anything you’ve done before!
★ You’ll work with real professors in small-group settings. (Lots of attention – great letters of recommendation!)
★ Future employers will think you’re a risk-taker. (It’s actually not that hard!)
★ UF Russian Studies has a stellar placement record, with alumni working in all areas of the private and public sectors, including business, law, international relations, national security, journalism, higher education, and the armed forces.
★ You’ll impress your friends with your knowledge of the Cyrillic alphabet (which you’ll actually learn in less than a week)!
★ Its literature and culture can’t be beat!

For more information, contact Dr. Gorham at mgorham@ufl.edu